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Introduction
Spring is in the air, and just like flowers in bloom, the playground starts 
to fill with children again after a long winter season. Cue Playfab’s 2021 
Spring Catalog, which includes new and exciting playground equipment 
guaranteed to bring joy to children for many years to come.

For this collection, we focused on connecting our playground solutions 
with a cohesive design approach. With four inspiring themes, we 
matched vivid color schemes and design language to every product line, 
making it easy for you to have a beautiful and coordinated playground.

A great playground also needs to be inclusive and offer a wide variety 
of play. Playfab strives to make playground equipment that is not only 
universally designed, but also provides numerous activities to inspire 
and engage children of all ages and abilities.

We’re pretty excited about our new products and hope they provide 
you inspiration for your own space. Please enjoy this colorful 
presentation of our new collection!



Inspiration Inspirational play
Play is one of the most important factors in child development. 
It is through play that young children learn how to engage and 
interact with the world around them, developing their cognitive 
and emotional skills, creativity and imagination. Play also supports 
children in building their dexterity and physicalstrength, providing 
their growing bodies with a fun way to stay healthy and active.

That’s why a great playground is one that inspires children to play. 
At Playfab, we aim to push the boundaries and redefine what a 
playground can be. Our Spring 2021 Catalog will show you the 
endless ways to create a playground that is fresh and innovative, 
and of course, fun and safe. If you need a play space unlike any 
other, here’s what we can do for you.

Portobello Guilin Hills Luke the dragon B4Q7



 Portobello
The Portobello playground is made up of mushrooms, plants, rocks and 
grass. It takes you to a fantasy land where you can pretend to be as 
small as a bug and forget about the real world for a while. 



Guilin Hills
Guilin Hills playground is inspired by the mysterious mountains of 
Guilin. The Combination of EPDM surfacing and our landscaping 
structures resulted in a new fun way to play.



*Luke the Dragon is based on our Sky Walk system.

Dragon
Measuring 24.5 meters long, this spectacular dragon is created with 
colors and shapes inspired by Asia and Europe. Battle or befriend this 
majestic beast while climbing and sliding at thrilling heights. The dragon 
reaches a total height of 5.2 meters.



Sky Walk
Inspiration was taken by the Virginia Pine tree and spider webs to create 
these sky tall play structures.
Overcome your fear of heights or just enjoy the rush of the flying feeling 
you get when playing.



Animal Farm
This beautiful nature park centers around three of our giant bamboo 
animal sculptures, which offer a combination of climbing, sliding and 
play houses. This inclusive playground is for everyone, from the age 
of one year old to teenagers, with wheelchair accessible features 
available.



Lighthouse
The lighthouse is a daring 6 meter tall structure with rope climbers 
inside and see through floors for the ultimate experience. A bannister 
rail and a conventional slide at lower heights and a tube slide for the 
bravest ones.



Pearl River
Pearl River splash park is a true adventure. The water playground lets 
you climb a waterfall or a water volcano, run through a sparkling river 
of pearls or get rain falling on you from the water clouds.  
The waterways and tides of the spectacular Pearl River delta was the 
inspiration of the equipment.



Towers of Courage 
The adventurous Towers of Courage is not for the faint of heart. Scale 
your way to the top and glide down the tube slides, or dare to advance 
to the next tower.



Faceto
Our facet inside climber is a modern steel and bamboo play structure. 
Together with our climbing rocks this playground stand out wherever 
it’s placed.



Let There Be Light

release date

2021-05-24

AVAiLABLE

FOR

QuOTATIONS

NOW!

Light up your imagination! Our spinners combine physical motion and 
light to fuel children’s natural curiosity while improving their sense of 
balance. Spinners are a great way to enhance the playground with the 
additional element of light.



B4Q7 is a climbing and sliding playground in shapes of futuristic 
robots.

Water theming park

Pyramid net structure with a transparent slide going through the 
structure

Sustainability and adventure playground



TheStudio

The Playfab process
At Playfab, it all starts with the design. We launch our creative process 
by imagining the product’s construction and appearance from the 
idea stage to the finished product. Our goal is to create innovative and 
functional products in a simple, modern and elegant style that satisfies 
both clients and end users.

Concept proposals are developed in three stages: concept sketches, 
3D models and renderings. During each stage, we collaborate closely 
with specialists from an engineering, production, market and user 
perspective.

Before delivering our presentation to the client, we always ensure our 
products are safe by following safety standards and protocols for the 
intended region.



Once the initial design stage is complete and the client is satisfied with 
the layout, our process moves into Phase 2. Playfab engineers take the 
lead and work closely with our designers to prepare for manufacturing. 
Teamwork is an essential component as we always try to keep the 
design as close as possible to what our clients approved. 

Playfab designs to manufacture all of our products in-house, allowing 
us total control of the development process. By overseeing every step 
from design to manufacturing, we are able to ensure the highest quality 
of all our products.

To make sure our products are fun and safe, prototypes and play tests 
of our products are done in-house with children and families in the 
community, with whom we have a close relationship.

Playfab ships products all around the world, thus a comprehensive 
design plan is crucial when developing and manufacturing products. 
Last but certainly not least, our carbon footprint is important to us, so 
we always make our shipments as small as possible.



Theming
4 different themes, ocean expedition, forest kingdom, space odyssey 
and castle quest, goes through a wide range of different systems, from 
toddler and Simplay to Skywalk. You can have a complete playground 
that really fits well together with both color and shape and importantly, 
it’s suitable for all age groups.

Ocean expedition Forest kingdom Space odyssey Castle quest



Ocean Expedition

ToddlerStandalone Preschool

Ocean expedition takes you deep under the water surface to explore all 
the unfolding treasures. The gradient of blue colors enhances the feeling 
of water depth.

Simplay Activityplay Titans



Ocean Expedition

Titans 36 - 37                
5+

Simplay 38 - 40
5+

Preschool 41
4+

Toddler 41
1+

36

TPF-2111(W) 5+ 1.2M 4010M



Ocean Expedition37

TPF-2112(W)5+ 1.2M 407M

TPF-2113(W)5+ 0.6M 304.5M

38

TPF-2110(W) 5+ 1.5M 234M

TPF-2106(W) 5+ 1.2M 183M

TPF-2105(W) 5+ 1.2M 153M



Ocean Expedition39

TPF-2109(W)5+ 1.5M 233M

TPF-2104(W)5+ 1.2M 103M

TPF-2108(W)5+ 1.5M 113M

40

TPF-2107(W) 5+ 1.5M 163M

TPF-2114(W) 1+ 1.2M 53M

TPF-2103(W) 1+ 2M 82M



Ocean Expedition41

TPF-2115(W)5+ 1.2M 62.7M

TPF-2102(W)1+ 0M 21M

42

Play panels
Our play panels have a range of different benefits for different ages. It ranges from tactile 
experiences, social interactions and educational panels.

TPF-2101(W)1+ 0.6M 51.6M



Forest Kingdom

Toddler Preschool Simplay Titans Net-X Springers

Forest kingdom welcomes you through a jungle of trees and bushes. 
Challenging you to an adventure of climbing, jumping, running and 
sliding. The variation of colors and contrasts perfectly mimics a real 
forest and in a matter of seconds you are lost to the powers of the 
Forest.



Forest Kingdom

Titans 46 - 47
5+

Simplay 48 - 50
5+

Preschool 51
4+

Toddler 51
1+

Forest Kingdom
46

5+ 1.5M 4011MTPF-2111(F)



Forest Kingdom47 48

TPF-2113(F)5+ 0.6M 305.6M

5+ 1.5M 408M TPF-2112(F)

5+ 1.2M 154MTPF-2105(F)

TPF-2106(F) 5+ 1.2M 184M

TPF-2110(F) 5+ 1.5M 234M



Forest Kingdom49 50

TPF-2109(F)5+ 1.5M 234M

TPF-2104(F)104M

TPF-2108(F)5+ 1.5M 114M

TPF-2107(F) 5+ 1.5M 164M

TPF-2114(F) 1+ 1.2M 54M

TPF-2103(F) 1+ 2M 82M

1.2M5+



Forest Kingdom51 52

TPF-2115(F)5+ 1.2M 62.6M

TPF-2101(F)1+ 0.6M 51.6M

TPF-2102(F)1+ 0M 21M

Play panels
Our play panels have a range of different benefits for different ages. It ranges from tactile 
experiences, social interactions and educational panels.



Space Odyssey

Toddler Preschool Simplay

Space odyssey katapults you forward in time, light years into space, 
surrounded by black holes, planets, moons and rockets.

Titans Spinners Springers



Space Odyssey

Titans 56 - 57
5+

Simplay 58 - 60
5+

Preschool 61
4+

Toddler 61
1+

Space Odyssey

TPF-2111(S)

56

5+ 1.5M 4011M



Space Odyssey57 Space Odyssey

TPF-2112(S)5+ 1.5M 408M

TPF-2113(S)5+ 0.6M 305.5M

58

TPF-2110(S) 5+ 1.5M 235M

TPF-2106(S) 5+ 1.2M 184.4M

TPF-2105(S) 5+ 1.2M 154M



Space Odyssey59 60

TPF-2104(S)5+ 1.2M 104M

TPF-2108(S)5+ 1.5M 114M

5+ 1.2M 154M TPF-2109(S) TPF-2107(S) 5+ 1.5M 164M

TPF-2114(S) 1+ 1.2M 54M

TPF-2103(S) 1+ 2M 82M



Space Odyssey61

TPF-2115(S)5+ 1.2M 62.3M

TPF-2101(S)1+ 0.6M 42M

TPF-2102(S)1+ 0M 31M

62

Play panels
Our play panels have a range of different benefits for different ages. It ranges from tactile 
experiences, social interactions and educational panels.



Toddler Preschool Simplay

Castle Quest

Toddler Preschool Simplay Titans Toddler SpringersTitans Toddler Springers

Castle quest brings you back to a medieval time amongst castles and 
ruins and your imagination is no longer the limit. Beautiful crafted 
castles surrounded by water appears before you when running, 
climbing and sliding down the playful units. 



Titans 66 - 67

Castle Quest

5+

Simplay 67 - 70
5+

Preschool 70
4+

Toddler 71
1+

66

5+ 1.5M 4010MTPF-2111(C)



Castle Quest67 68

TPF-2112(C)5+ 1.5M 407M

TPF-2113(C)5+ 0.6M 304.5M

TPF-2110(C)5+ 1.5M 235M

TPF-2106(C) 5+ 1.2M 153M

TPF-2109(C) 5+ 1.5M 233M

TPF-2105(C) 5+ 1.2M 153M



Castle Quest69

TPF-2104(C)5+ 1.2M 103M

TPF-2108(C)5+ 1.5M 113M

TPF-2107(C)5+ 1.5M 163M

70

TPF-2114(C) 1+ 1.2M 53M

TPF-2103(C) 1+ 2M 82M

TPF-2115(C) 5+ 1.2M 62.3M



Castle Quest71

TPF-2102-1(C)1+ 0M 61M

TPF-2101(C)1+ 0.6M 52M

TPF-2102(C)1+ 0M 31M

72

Play panels
Our play panels have a range of different benefits for different ages. It ranges from tactile 
experiences, social interactions and educational panels.



Simplay
Simplay is available in three different varieties: Value, Wood and 
Theming. This system focuses on high play value and efficiency – every 
platform offers at least three activity functions but can have as many as 
five. The wide variety of units maximizes play opportunity for all ages 
and abilities by making full and efficient use of the available space.

Simplay is a modular system based on square posts, available in both 
steel and wood. The platforms are constructed in HPL or wood, with 
an octagon shape that gives the floor an extra-large surface area, 
stretching beyond the posts and adding 57% more play. Not only is this 
unique shape a pleasant design feature, it also makes the structure 
more suitable for wheelchairs.

Simplay’s unique design features include extended roof heights for 
safety, transparency and visual proportions. The square posts are 
versatile and can be applied easily to different themes and custom units.

“Standard 1 m² square floor vs. our 1.57 m² floor with 57% more play 
space”



Simplay Play Functions



Simplay Value Simplay is a system that focus on high play value. On the value line you 
have the possibility to have 5 activity functions from every platform. The 
units allows play for all ages and disabilities.



TPF-25105+ 1.2M 84M

TPF-25115+ 1.2M 54M

TPF-25165+ 1.5M 84M

Simplay Value79 80

TPF-2501 5+ 1.2M 164M

TPF-2506 5+ 1.5M 104M

TPF-2502 5+ 1.2M 234M



Simplay Value81 82

1+ 0M 74M TPF-2507

1+ 0M 233M TPF-2508

1+ 0.6M 63M TPF-2509

TPF-2503 5+ 1.2M 64M

TPF-2504 5+ 1.2M 53.5M



Simplay Value83 84

TPF-11075+ 1.2M 164M

TPF-11095+ 1.2M 64M TPF-2518 5+ 1.5M 84M

TPF-1105 5+ 1.2M 54M



Simplay Value85 86

Play panels
Our play panels have a range of different benefits for different ages. It ranges from tactile 
experiences, social interactions and educational panels.

TPF-11015+ 1.2M 164M

TPF-11045+ 1.2M 84M

TPF-25055+ 1.2M 43.8M



Simplay Wood

Simplay SimplaySpringers

With a nice blend of pine posts, hardwood bamboo panels and stainless 
steel, this is an elegant solution that will fit in anywhere. Using the same 
playfunctions as across the simplay system. 

Simplay Net-X Boomboo play



Simplay Wood89

TPF-96075+ 1.2M 104M

TPF-96025+ 1.2M 84M

TPF-96015+ 1.2M 64M

90

TPF-9605 5+ 1.2M 104M

TPF-9609 5+ 1.2M 103M

TPF-9606 5+ 1.2M 103M



Simplay Wood91

TPF-96045+ 1.2M 64M

TPF-96085+ 1.2M 104M

92

TPF-9603 5+ 2M 62M

TPF-9610 5+ 1.2M 105M



Wood Play Functions



Toddler
The toddler stage occurs between 1-3 years old, when children advance 
from infancy toward and into the preschool years. During this stage, their 
physical growth and motor development appears to slow down, but you 
can expect to see significant intellectual, social and emotional growth. 
Our toddler units are specially developed for children ages 1-4.

Available with transfer point

Learning through play
Play is one of the main ways in which children learn and grow. Our 
play equipment provides children a sense of adventure, nurturing their 
infinite imaginations. By fueling their constant curiosity, children learn 
essential life skills such as problem solving, working with others, sharing 
and much more.

Our toddler units are available in four different themes with a wide 
range of play panels to choose from. Some of the play features are 
also placed at ground level for wheelchair access. Additionally, you can 
choose a transfer point specially designed for the toddler units.



Our 4 different toddler units uses the same structure and are based on 
the same outer shape. This makes it easy to pick and choose parts to 
meet your demands and needs.

Castle Quest

Forest Kingdom

Ocean Expedition

Space Odyssey



Toddler Play Functions



Preschooler
The preschool stage occurs between 3-5 years old. Preschoolers are 
more independent and very curious about the world around them. 
During this stage, children are developing the basic life skills and 
knowledge they will need as they enter their school years.

Our preschool units bridge the gap between the toddler stage and 
middle childhood, and are developed for children between ages 4-6 
years old. The units come in four small single towers with a lot of play 
functions and play panels. Available in four different themes or with 
bamboo panels, the preschool units are perfect for small areas or to 
broaden the age spectrum on a large playground. These units have a 
floor size of 600mm x 600mm and a full height of 1200mm.



All four preschool units use the same basic structure and outer shape. 
This makes it easy to select different parts to meet your specific needs, 
no matter which of our themes you choose.
This makes it easy to select different parts to meet your specific needs, 
no matter which of our themes you choose.

Castle Quest

Forest Kingdom

Ocean Expedition

Space Odyssey



Preschooler Play Functions



Robinia
Robinia Wood is playground equipment and is made out of the natural 
raw material Robinia pseudoacacia and hardwood Bamboo. 

Natural and sustainable

Robinia Wood is commonly known in its native territory as black 
locust, is a medium-sized hardwood deciduous tree, belonging to the 
tribe Robinieae. The wood is characterized by high durability and high 
weather resistance. No impregnation is required and the wood can be 
anchored directly in the ground.

For panels, roofs and floors we use Hardwood bamboo that will stand 
the test of time. Our bamboo is harder than most other hardwoods, 
which makes it extremely durable.
bamboo is also slightly more resistant to water damage than the 
majority of hardwoods.

When compared to wood, bamboo fiber is 2-3 times stronger than 
timber. Maple wood is one of the densest and strongest hardwoods, 
yet bamboo is stronger while still being quite a bit lighter.



Robinia Wood 109 110

TPF-95035+ 1.2M 104M

TPF-9505 5+ 1.5M 154MTPF-9534 5+ 1.5M 104M

TPF-9535 5+ 1.2M 104MTPF-95515+ 1.2M 106M

TPF-9545 5+ 1.2M 94M



Robinia Wood 111 112

TPF-9507 5+ 1.2M 64M

TPF-95085+ 0.9M 64M TPF-9514 5+ 1.2M 14M

TPF-95045+ 1.2M 44M



Robinia Wood 113

TPF-95065+ 1.2M 64M

114

TPF-95015+ 1.2M 84M

TPF-95025+ 1.2M 44M

TPF-9540 5+ 1.2M 152M

TPF-9401 5+ 1.5M 104M



Robinia Wood 115

TPF-95172+ 0.4M 62M

116

TPF-9518 2+ 0.4M 60.6M

TPF-9519 2+ 0M 62M

TPF-9528 2+ 0.4M 50.5M

TPF-95165+ 1.5M 104M



Robinia Wood 117

TPF-95315+ 1.9M 104M

TPF-95325+ 1.2M 104M

TPF-95335+ 2.5M 103M

118

TPF-9515 5+ 0.6M 156M

TPF-9511 5+ 1.5M 102M

TPF-9546 5+ 0.6M 104M



Robinia Wood 119

TPF-93015+ 1.2M 12M

TPF-93025+ 1.2M 24M

120

TPF-9509 5+ 1.2M 34M

TPF-9529 5+ 1.2M 24M

TPF-9547 5+ 1.2M 54M



Robinia Wood 121

TPF-92012+ 0.5M 20.8M

TPF-95212+ 0.5M 50.8M

TPF-95252+ 0.5M 11M

122

TPF-9522 2+ 0.5M 10.7M

TPF-9523 2+ 0.5M 10.7M

TPF-9524 2+ 0.5M 10.7M



Robinia Play Functions



Sky Walk
A thrilling and exciting experience like no other, Sky Walk is a landmark 
play system that lets children play and explore at daring heights, albeit 
in a safe manner. The system is developed so that different themes may 
be applied easily. Children will feel as if they are embarking on a grand 
adventure in the skies, where their imagination is only limited by the sky 
itself.

Lifting the playground upwards affords many advantages. It reduces 
the amount of surfacing by building the play area in several layers. This 
allows for greater play opportunity within a smaller area, taking up less 
space without compromising on fun

Lifting the playground upwards affords many advantages. It reduces 
the amount of surfacing by building the play area in several layers. This 
allows for greater play opportunity within a smaller area, taking up less 
space without compromising on fun



Sky Walk127 128

TPF-26025+ 0.6M 156M

TPF-26015+ 0.6M 105.6M

TPF-2603 5+ 1.5M 205.2M



Animal Sculptures 
Our charming animal sculptures brings another dimension to your 
playground. Beautifully crafted long lasting hardwood bamboo mixed 
with steel will draw a lot of attention. 

Natural and sustainable

Thrilling climbing structures in shapes of a bear and a bull. The climbers 
can be used for both  beginners and advanced climbers. A 3.7 meters 
tall bird combines rope climbing and sliding. The Elephant and the 
grasshopper acts as play houses for the younger children and are both 
wheelchair accessible.



Animal Sculptures

TPF-26045+ 2.9M 52.9M

131

TPF-26075+ 1.5M 52M

TPF-2605 5+ 1.5M 53.7M

TPF-2609 5+ 2.8M 52.8M

TPF-2608 5+ 1.5M 53M

132



Custom Play
We use our creative imagination and engineering expertise to turn your 
playgrounds into breathtaking landmarks. 

Playgrounds are gathering places for friends and family and that is 
where long lasting friendships and bond’s often are made. Playgrounds 
are places where imagination and creativity thrive, so when we design 
custom playground solutions we always try to amplify children’s 
possibilities for a more creative life and a place where they can 
develop their social skills even further. We try to help the children 
having the urge to come back, again and again, to continue their 
journey to become teenagers.

We want our playgrounds to tell the children a story, we want the 
children to interact and develop with that story. Visual storytelling 
will help define the core message of the story we want to tell and 
should always be a big part of children’s development, because it is as 
important as reading.



Custom Play135

TPF-27015+ 0M 55M

TPF-27025+ 0M 55M

TPF-27035+ 0M 55.6M

136

TPF-2704 5+ 1.2M 53.7M

TPF-2705 5+ 0M 54M

TPF-2706 5+ 1.5M 57M



Custom Play137

TPF-27085+ 1.2M 56M

TPF-27075+ 1.2M 54.6M

138

TPF-2710 5+ 0.6M 54M

TPF-2711 5+ 0.9M 55.6M

TPF-2718 5+ 0M 55M



Custom Play139

TPF-27145+ 0M 55M

TPF-27155+ 0M 54M

TPF-27135+ 0M 55M

140

TPF-2716 5+ 0M 55M

TPF-2717 5+ 0M 52M

TPF-2712 5+ 0M 54.3M



Custom Play141

TPF-27195+ 6M 106M

TPF-27265+ 0M 106M

142

TPF-2717TPF-27245+ 0M 54M

bird nest 5+ 2.2M 105M

Long Bridge 5+ 3M 204.5M

5+ 2.4M 55.5M



Freestanding 
Playfab’s Freestanding is a wide range of different play functions and 
materials. This collection is developed to easily complement and fit 
with all of our different systems.

Freestanding means the equipment does not belong to any particular 
system, but its shape and color allow it to be easily integrated into 
any chosen system. These products are a great way to fill in empty 
spaces and accessorize a playground, bringing it all together with a few 
finishing touches.



Bamboo Play

Swings

Spinners

Sand Play

Springers 147 - 152

153 - 154

155 - 158

159 - 166

167 - 170

171 - 172

Freestanding 
1+

5+

1+

1+

1+

Carousels
5+

Water Play
1+

Talk Tubes
1+

Seesaws
5+

173 - 176

 - 177

- 178



Springers147

TPF-42302+ 0.3M 10.4M

TPF-42312+ 0.3M 10.7M

TPF-42322+ 0.3M 10.7M

148

TPF-4233 2+ 0.3M 10.7M

TPF-4234 2+ 0.3M 10.7M

TPF-4235 2+ 0.3M 10.6M



Springers149

TPF-42932+ 0.3M 10.7M

TPF-42942+ 0.3M 10.7M

TPF-4295 2+ 0.3M 10.6M

150

TPF-4295-1 2+ 0.3M 10.6M



Springers151

TPF-43532+ 0.4M 10.6M

TPF-43142+ 0.3M 10.4M

152

TPF-4302-1 2+ 0.4M 10.4M

TPF-4302 2+ 0.4M 10.4M



Spinners153

TPF-42805+ 0.3M 31M

TPF-42815+ 0.3M 41M

TPF-42825+ 0.3M 41M

154

TPF-4283 5+ 0.3M 31M

TPF-4284 5+ 0.3M 41M

TPF-4285 5+ 0.3M 41M



Sand Play155

TPF-43221+ 0.3M 50.3M

TPF-43231+ 0.6M 50.6M 1+1+ 0.6M0.6M 550.6M0.6M

TPF-43211+ 0.5M 50.5M

156

TPF-4323-1 1+ 0.6M 50.6M

TPF-4324 1+ 0.3M 50.3M 1+1+ 0.3M0.3M 550.3M0.3M



Sand Play157

TPF-9526

TPF-43541+ 0.6M 50.6M

TPF-4326 1+ 0.3M 40.3M

Sand Play

1+ 0.3M 10.8M

158

TPF-4325 5+ 0.3M 50.3M



Bamboo Play159

TPF-4334-25+ 2.9M 62.9M

TPF-4351-25+ 2.9M 22.9M

160

TPF-4351-3 5+ 2.9M 22.9M

TPF-4351-4 5+ 2.9M 42.9M

TPF-4334-1 5+ 2.9M 32.9M

TPF-43345+ 2.9M 52.9M



Bamboo Play161

TPF-95202+ 0.4M 10.4M

TPF-95102+ 0.3M 31.3M

TPF-9550 2+ 0M 21M

162

TPF-9549 2+ 0M 21M

TPF-9537 2+ 0M 30.9M

TPF-4351-15+ 2.9M 62.9M



Bamboo Play163

TPF-42962+ 0.3M 41.2M

TPF-43195+ 1.5M 51.5M

TPF-43205+ 2M 52M

164

TPF-4272 2+ 0M 51M

TPF-4303 5+ 0M 52M

TPF-4271 5+ 0.3M 51M



Bamboo Play165

TPF-4271-15+ 0.3M 51M

TPF-42735+ 0.2M 20.4M

TPF-43295+ 2.9M 52.9M

166

TPF-4330 5+ 0M 52.8M

TPF-4331 5+ 0M 52.8M

TPF-9543 5+ 0M 51.2M



Swings167

TPF-42915+ 1.47M 32M

TPF-95305+ 1.47M 22M

TPF-42865+ 1.47M 11.6M

168

TPF-4308 5+ 1.47M 12.7M

TPF-4309 5+ 1.47M 12.7M

TPF-4286-1 5+ 1.47M 12.1M



Swings169

TPF-42995+ 1.47M 22.5M

TPF-4299-15+ 1.47M 52.5M

TPF-4299-25+ 1.47M 42.5M

170

TPF-4333 5+ 1.47M 62.5M

TPF-4355 5+ 1.47M 22.5M

TPF-4310 5+ 1.47M 12.5M



Carousels171

TPF-42495+ 0.6M 22M

TPF-42505+ 1.5M 52M

172

TPF-4253 5+ 0.5M 22M

TPF-4254 5+ 0.3M 22M



Seesaws173

TPF-42922+ 0.5M 20.7M

TPF-42552+ 0.5M 20.7M

TPF-95122+ 0.3M 40.4M

174

TPF-9513 2+ 0.3M 30.4M

TPF-9513-1 2+ 0.3M 20.4M

2+ 0.4M 50.4MTPF-4289



Seesaws175

TPF-43165+ 0.7M 51M

TPF-4316-15+ 0.7M 51M

TPF-43005+ 0.5M 50.8M

176

TPF-4296 2+ 0.3M 41.5M

TPF-4287 5+ 0.4M 22M

TPF-4288 5+ 0.5M 22M



Water Play Talk Tubes177

TPF-95391+ 0M 61.5M

TPF-43411+ 0M 22M

Water Play 178

TPF-4290 1+ 0M 51.5M

TPF-4290-1 1+ 0M 51.3M



Landscape
Our Landscape structures combine EPDM and play functions in a new 
and exciting way. The EPDM blends seamlessly into the ground through 
artificial hills carved with tunnels and slides for fun and engaging play.

Incorporating our Landscape structures with the playground’s natural 
environment has been a major goal for us at Playfab. Blending the 
play structure in with the surrounding terrain instantly opens up the 
playground from a visual and spatial standpoint. The natural world 
itself becomes the playground, allowing children to play in a beautiful, 
free and open space.

The Landscape structure can serve as the primary play opportunity 
itself, or can act as a bridge between the natural ground and other play 
structures. Focusing on inclusivity, these structures can serve as the 
backbone of your playground, providing a more fun and challenging 
experience for all children.

Climb up or slide down mountains, hide out in caves or crawl through 
tunnels – the possibilities are endless and the size of the structure is 
only limited by the size of your playground.



Landscape items181

TPF-43463+ 1.5M 34.5M

TPF-4345-13+ 1M 51M

182

TPF-4347 3+ 1M 31M

TPF-4345

TPF-4349 3+ 1.5M 51.5M

3+ 1.5M 51.5M



Landscape items183

TPF-43433+ 1.2M 31.2M

TPF-4348

CH-SF-309

3+ 1.5M 32.4M

3+  1M 42M

184

TPF-4350 3+ 0M 53.8M

CH-SF-310 3+ 0.9M 31.2M



Splash Park 
A splash park is a water playground that often can be non supervised 
because of the lack of water depth. A playfab splash park is a mix of our 
standard play elements and water play to make the ultimate experience.



Splash Park187 188

TPF-37021+ 0M 53.5M

TPF-37011+ 0M 41.8M 1+1+ 0M0M 441.8M1.8M

TPF-3703 1+ 0.6M 100.6M

TPF-3704 5+ 0M 32.9M

TPF-3705 5+ 0M 33.3M



Splash Park189 190

TPF-37085+ 0M 52.9M TPF-3709

TPF-3707 5+ 1M 101MTPF-37061+ 0.3M 50.3M

5+ 1M 51M



Activity Play
Activity play are obstacle courses that challenge and improve strength, 
endurance, coordination and balance. The activity play allows visitors to 
train or compete in a fun and safe environment.

Playfabs activity play is a series of challenging physical obstacles an 
individual or team must navigate, usually while being timed. Obstacle 
courses can include running, climbing, jumping, crawling, and balancing 
elements with the aim of testing strength, speed, endurance and agility.  

It is developed to fit together with Simplay in shape and in standard 
color.



Activity Play193

TPF-4336 1+ 0.3M 51M

TPF-43351+ 0.3M 20.5M

TPF-43375+ 1.5M 52.3M

194

TPF-4338 5+ 2.2M 52.5M

TPF-4339 5+ 0.3M 51.4M

TPF-9548 5+ 0.3M 51.5M



TPF-43112+ 0.2M 12M

TPF-9548-15+ 0.3M 152.2M

TPF-43072+ 0.3M 50.4M

Activity Play195 196

TPF-4318 2+ 0.3M 52M

TPF-4327 5+ 0.5M 52M

TPF-9548-2 5+ 0.2M 51.5M



TPF-42985+ 0.3M 33M

Activity Play197 198

TPF-95415+ 1M 54M

TPF-4328
5+ 1.3M 51.3M

TPF-2514 2+ 1M 232M

TPF-2515 2+ 1M 41.3M

TPF-4351 1+ 0.2M 61.2M



TPF-43565+ 0.3M 92.6M

Activity Play199 200

TPF-43585+ 1.7M 92.6M

TPF-43575+ 0.3M 92.6M

TPF-4359 5+ 1.9M 52.6M

TPF-4360 5+ 2M 42.6M

TPF-4361 5+ 2.5M 62.5M



Net-x
Net-X are thrilling climbing structures. Use one of our predesigned Net-X 
combination or choose your own layout. Our four different themes are 
also available.

Sprung out from or Simplay line, Net-x uses the same components 
and can be used as freestanding structures or connected to Simplay. A 
wide range of different solutions make Net-x perfect for both play and 
physical activity.



Net-x203

TPF-11105+ 1.5M 52.4M

TPF-11115+ 1.5M 51.7M

TPF-11125+ 1.5M 52.4M

204

TPF-1113 5+ 1.5M 52.4M

TPF-1114 5+ 1.5M 52.3M

TPF-1115 5+ 1.5M 52.4M



ABA Play
A.B.A Science play heralds a revolution in play equipment for children 
of all ages, bringing interactive play and learning to the playground as 
never before.

Inspired by STEM education, the children get to feel, experience and 
understand science laws of the world we live in and our environment. 
Our playgrounds encourage the parent-child bond through mutual 
learning and play.

A.B.A introduces state of the art technology equipment, incorporating 
audio and visual elements, electronic and mechanical components, 
water, light, recycling, renewable energy and more.



ABA Play207

A5505+ 1.5M 50.9M

A1005+ 1.5M 52.5M

A1015+ 1.5M 55M

208

A250 5+ 1.5M 53M

A150 5+ 1.5M 56M

A200 5+ 1.5M 54M



ABA Play209 ABA Play209

A3005+ 1.5M 52.2M

A4505+ 1.5M 51M A350 5+ 1.5M 52.2M

210

A500 5+ 1.5M 52M

A600 5+ 1.5M 53M



Music Play
Music instruments on playground is an important contribution, 
children develop greater creative thinking abilities. Our instruments 
also improves children's working memory and fine motor skills. The 
playground is a great start for children to continue a long journey with 
music instruments. Children who learn music in a formal setting show 
greater math, reading, and language skills.



Music Play213

TPF-10015+ 0M 11.4M

TPF-10025+ 0M 21.4M

TPF-10035+ 0M 21.3M

214

TPF-1004 5+ 0M 21M

TPF-1006 5+ 0M 20.8M

TPF-1005 5+ 0M 20.9M

TPF-1006

TPF-1005 5+5+ 0M0M 220.9M0.9M



Music Play215

TPF-10075+ 0M 10.8M

TPF-10085+ 0M 21.4M

TPF-10095+ 0M 21.3M

216

TPF-1010 5+ 0M 21.8M

TPF-1012 5+ 0M 20.8M

TPF-1011 5+ 0M 20.9M



Music Play217

TPF-10135+ 0M 10.8M

TPF-10145+ 0M 21.4M

TPF-10155+ 0M 21.3M

218

TPF-1016 5+ 0M 21.8M

TPF-1018 5+ 0M 20.8M

TPF-1017 5+ 0M 20.9M



TPF-2101(W) TPF-2102(W) TPF-2103(W) TPF-2104(W) TPF-2105(W) TPF-2106(W) TPF-2107(W) TPF-2108(W) TPF-2109(W) TPF-2110(W)

TPF-2111(W) TPF-2112(W) TPF-2113(W) TPF-2114(W) TPF-2115(W)

TPF-2101(F) TPF-2102(F) TPF-2103(F) TPF-2104(F) TPF-2105(F) TPF-2106(F) TPF-2107(F) TPF-2108(F) TPF-2109(F) TPF-2110(F)

TPF-2111(F) TPF-2112(F) TPF-2113(F) TPF-2114(F) TPF-2115(F)

TPF-2101(S) TPF-2102(S) TPF-2103(S) TPF-2104(S) TPF-2105(S) TPF-2106(S) TPF-2107(S) TPF-2108(S) TPF-2109(S) TPF-2110(S)

TPF-2111(S) TPF-2112(S) TPF-2113(S) TPF-2114(S) TPF-2115(S)

TPF-2101(C) TPF-2102(C) TPF-2102-1(C) TPF-2103(C) TPF-2104(C) TPF-2105(C) TPF-2106(C) TPF-2107(C) TPF-2108(C) TPF-2109(C)

TPF-2110(C) TPF-2111(C) TPF-2112(C) TPF-2113(C) TPF-2113-1(C) TPF-2113-2(C) TPF-2114(C) TPF-2115(C)

TPF-9201

TPF-9301 TPF-9302

TPF-9401TPF-9501 TPF-9502

TPF-9503 TPF-9504TPF-9505

TPF-9506

TPF-9507TPF-9508

TPF-9509

TPF-9511

TPF-9514

TPF-9515

TPF-9516

TPF-9517 TPF-9518 TPF-9519 TPF-9528

TPF-9529

TPF-9531 TPF-9532 TPF-9533

TPF-9534 TPF-9535

TPF-9540

TPF-9545

TPF-9546

TPF-9547

TPF-9551

Product index
Theming

TPF-1101 TPF-1102 TPF-1103 TPF-1104 TPF-1105 TPF-1106 TPF-1107 TPF-1109 TPF-2501 TPF-2502

TPF-2503 TPF-2504 TPF-2505 TPF-2506 TPF-2507 TPF-2508 TPF-2509 TPF-2510 TPF-2511 TPF-2512

TPF-2512-1 TPF-2513

TPF-9601 TPF-9602 TPF-9603 TPF-9604 TPF-9605 TPF-9606 TPF-9607 TPF-9608 TPF-9609 TPF-9610

Simplay

Robinia

TPF-9522TPF-9521 TPF-9523TPF-9525 TPF-9524

TPF-2601 TPF-2602 TPF-2603

Sky Walk

TPF-2604 TPF-2605 TPF-2607 TPF-2608 TPF-2609

Animals

E-walk bird nestLong Bridge

TPF-2701 TPF-2702 TPF-2703 TPF-2704 TPF-2705 TPF-2706 TPF-2707TPF-2708 TPF-2710 TPF-2711

TPF-2712TPF-2713 TPF-2714 TPF-2715 TPF-2716 TPF-2717

TPF-2719 TPF-2725TPF-2726 TPF-2724

TPF-2718

Custom



TPF-3701 TPF-3702 TPF-3703 TPF-3704 TPF-3705 TPF-3706 TPF-3708

TPF-1001 TPF-1002 TPF-1003 TPF-1004 TPF-1005 TPF-1006 TPF-1007

TPF-4351

TPF-4335 TPF-4336 TPF-4337 TPF-4338 TPF-4339 TPF-9548 TPF-9548-1

A550 MB A100 RC A101 hlcptr A150 flyhigh A200 moonwalk A250 twister A300 spun A450 SS

TPF-3707 TPF-3709

TPF-1008

TPF-1018TPF-1012 

TPF-1010

TPF-1014 TPF-1016

TPF-1009

TPF-1013TPF-1011 TPF-1015 TPF-1017

TPF-1110 TPF-1111 TPF-1112 TPF-1113 TPF-1114 TPF-1115

TPF-4311 TPF-4307 TPF-4318

TPF-4327 TPF-9548-2 TPF-4298 TPF-4328 TPF-9541 TPF-2514 TPF-2515

A500 ptgr A600 sign

A350 seesaw

Splash Park

Activity Play

Net-x

ABA Play

Music Play

TPF-4230 TPF-4231 TPF-4232 TPF-4233 TPF-4234 TPF-4235 TPF-4293 TPF-4294 TPF-4295 TPF-4295-1

TPF-4314 TPF-4353 TPF-4302 TPF-4302-1

TPF-4280 TPF-4281 TPF-4282 TPF-4283 TPF-4284 TPF-4285

TPF-4321 TPF-4322 TPF-4323 TPF-4323-1 TPF-4324 TPF-4325 TPF-4326 TPF-4354 TPF-9526

TPF-4334-2 TPF-4334 TPF-4351-2 TPF-4334-1 TPF-4351-3 TPF-4351-4 TPF-4351-1

TPF-9520 TPF-9510 TPF-9549 TPF-9550 TPF-9537 TPF-4296 TPF-4319 TPF-4320 TPF-4272 TPF-4303

TPF-4271 TPF-4271-1 TPF-4273 TPF-4329 TPF-4330 TPF-4331 TPF-9543

TPF-4291 TPF-9530 TPF-4286 TPF-4308 TPF-4309 TPF-4286-1 TPF-4299 TPF-4299-1 TPF-4299-2 TPF-4333

TPF-4310 TPF-4355

TPF-4249 TPF-4250 TPF-4254 TPF-4253

TPF-4292 TPF-4255 TPF-9512 TPF-9513 TPF-9513-1 TPF-4289 TPF-4316 TPF-4316-1 TPF-4300 TPF-4296

TPF-4287 TPF-4288

TPF-4341 TPF-9539

TPF-4290 TPF-4290-1

Freestanding

TPF-4346 TPF-4345-1 TPF-4347 TPF-4345 TPF-4349 TPF-4348 TPF-4343 CH-SF-309 TPF-4350 CH-SF-310

Landscape



Sustainability
Playfab wants to develop, deliver and play green.

Sustainability means meeting our own needs without compromising the ability of future 
generations to achieve their own. 

With every product Playfab makes, we choose materials that are not only safe for children, 
but for the environment as well. Steel is an invaluable resource, as it is both durable and 
100% recyclable. In addition to steel, we incorporate recycled plastics in our products in 
an effort to reduce further landfill waste. By using sustainable materials such as steel and 
recycled plastic to build our products, we are conserving what is left on this planet for our 
children.
We create these wonderful spaces for children to thrive now. Let’s protect the wonders this 
planet has to offer so our children can thrive in the future.

Inclusive play

Play equipment marked with our wheelchair symbol is 
developed to meet Playfab’s wheelchair accessible guidelines. 
It can be accessed and used by all children but is specially 
developed for wheelchairs.

Play equipment marked with our transfer point symbol is 
developed to meet Playfab’s transfer point guidelines. The 
equipment provides access to elevated play structures without 
the use of a wheelchair.

Play equipment marked with our inclusive symbol is developed 
to meet Playfab’s inclusive guidelines. It can be accessed and 
used to varying degrees by all children, including children with a 
range of different abilities.

An inclusive playground means including people with all 
abilities in everyday recreational activities, and providing them 
the same opportunities to participate in every aspect of life to 
the best of their abilities and desires. That is true inclusion.
At Playfab, we strive to make universally designed playground 
equipment and provide a sensory-rich environment that 
nurtures children’s physical, social and emotional growth. 
A Playfab playground is an engaging space that provides every 
child the perfect level of challenge and an opportunity to 
succeed.

Inclusive play



Tree of Color
Playfab's collection of colors are developed with great care to engage, 
inspire and enhance the feeling in our products.

* Playfab's Standard HPL colors 

Playfab products are produced from many different materials, the 
material and method for manufacturing played an important role 
in the choice of colors. Exposure to extreme weather conditions 
and sunlight sets high demands on colors and their sustainability.

The life cycle of Playfab products is long, the choice of color has 
to be well thought through to be able to stand in time and have a 
good balance between number of colors.

It is not only the colors that determine how a color combination 
is perceived, the contrast between light and darker colors also 
comes into play, as well as the proportions between the different 
colors. A deviating color is perceived as an accent, much of the 
same color as a color explosion. A color that is much lighter or 
darker than the others can be perceived as either an accent color 
or strongly contrasting depending on how large an area it covers.

Choice of Color



Playground Material

1

2
3

4
Construction
Our construction process uses solid steel Q235, 
cleaned with sandblasting. Zinc spray and powder 
coating help to prevent corrosion. 1-steel, 
2-sandblasting, 3-zinc spray, 4-powder paint.

Wood-plastic Composites
Co-extrusion PVC outer layer and recycled plastic 
wood composite filler. High durability against 
scratches, UV resistant against graining and drying. 
High quality for outdoor decking.

Bamboo Board
Natural looking, recyclable, thick and dense with 
over 1160kg/m³. Durable and highly sustainable for 
outdoor use. Thickness ranges from 10mm to 40mm.

LLDPE
Linear low-density polyethylene plastic is resistant 
to UV rays. High-strength, smooth surface and good 
capability for safety and environmental protection.

Stainless Slide
The slide is made of stainless steel 304. The metal 
sheet has a thickness of 2-3mm.

Climbing Grip
Climbing grips are made from chippings and colorful 
polyester resin.

Pipe Cap
Pipe cover for round 114mm pipe, made from dual 
molded inner steel fixture and external injection 
molded polyamide cap or CNC routed HDPE/HPL 
cover.

Pipe
Carbon steel Q235 has a thickness of 2.5-3mm and is 
fully covered with zinc metallic coating. Good anti-
rust performance. 

Pine Wood
Imported African Pine wood 100mm x 100mm, 
coreless, UV and water resistant. Wood posts are 
processed in three-phased impregnation process. 
High mechanical processing properties for outdoor 
use.

 
Hardware
Hardware is made of 304 stainless steel, anti-theft 
screws, individually packaged and labeled per 
component. Designed for fast installation process and 
lower vandalism with S-Torx module.

 
HDPE
High Density Polyethylene board is resistant to 
abrasion by chemicals and corrosion. It resists 
weathering, discoloration and UV rays. Easy to clean 
and recycle, neither graffiti nor paint adhere to it. 
Toxin-free. Thickness ranges from 5mm to 20mm.

 HPL
High pressure laminated board has high hardness and 
highly resists weathering, scratches, discoloration and 
UV rays. Toxin-free. Thickness ranges from 5mm to 
20mm.

 



Nylon Rope
Made of tightly woven, polyester-wrapped, 6-strand 
galvanized steel. These abrasion, fade and vandal 
resistant cables are extremely durable. Commonly 
used colors are black, red, green and blue.

Rope Clamp
Rope pressed in a sleeve made of durable aluminum 
alloy. 

UV Print
Interesting elements are printed on the aluminum 
plate with a thickness of 2-3mm. UV printing is used 
outdoors to prevent fading caused by UV rays.

 

Wire Mesh
Made of stainless steel. The wire mesh adopts a mesh 
product with an assembled overall frame structure.

 

Spring
Made of steel with a spring diameter of 200mm and 
rod diameter of 20mm. The springs are zinc sprayed 
and powder coated to prevent corrosion.

 
Chain
Extremely durable 6mm stainless steel chains.

 

Warranty
The Urbanix warranty is more than just a word, it's a personal commitment 
that you will be satisfied with your purchase. In our many years of selling 
outdoor fitness equipment, rigorous testing and field use of our products 
has resulted in top quality machines with proven high performance. We 
are confident that you will get your money's worth. Guaranteed customer 
satisfaction, thicker steel, better paint, galvanization and superior design 
are just some of our advantages.

All products come with a warranty

The warranty assumes that all products are shipped free from 
manufacturing defects in materials, structure, workmanship or finish. 
The warranty does not include damage resulting from abuse, negligence, 
misuse, extreme weather conditions, accidents, shipping damage, fire, 
flood or any other condition that would not be considered normal use 
or normal facility application. Any warranty disputes will be at the sole 
discretion of the manufacturer who reserves the option to replace, 
repair, or refund if the product is found defective upon inspection. A clear 
photograph of the defect also may be necessary to support the claim.

 

This warranty does not include any cosmetic issues or wear and tear from 
normal use, misuse or vandalism.  It is valid only if the equipment are 
erected to conform to installation instructions and
maintained according to the maintenance procedures.

 

 

 



Profile
UBX is a new generation in outdoor gyms and playgrounds. We believe 
outdoor parks should be suitable for all ages, in addition to being scalable, 
comfortable, inclusive, inviting, engaging, and most of all – safe. We wish 
to help everyone enjoy the benefits of an active lifestyle in a fun outdoor 
environment, free of cost.

Start Small, Grow Up

For over a decade, UBX has excelled in the global market of outdoor fitness 
equipment. Through our dedication and delivery of high standards, we 
developed buyer trust and expanded to other markets. Since then, UBX has 
become a recognizable brand name in the fitness industry.

UBX established its own factory in China to make more innovative products 
and maintain its high quality. In 2017, UBX created Playfab as a brand for 
exceptional playgrounds and play items.

By People, For People

The UBX production team consists of top-caliber engineers and designers, 
and experienced welders. We are dedicated to making the best products in 
the world of outdoor gyms and playgrounds. Together with certified health 
experts, we continuously find ways to enhance and improve the UBX lifestyle 
that we bring to your community.

Fit Everywhere, Full Solutions

Our products are suitable for most outdoor venues – public parks, schools, 
retirement communities, organizations – even in harsh weather or at the 
beach. Our products are colorful and inviting with a low urban footprint that 
complements the surrounding environment, creating an enjoyable and active 
space that brings communities together.

We have a wide range of products available for outdoor fitness and 
playgrounds, for all different ages and functions. And because we believe in 
the power of being dynamic, we’re constantly innovating and designing new 
ideas for the future.

Our design and engineering team work hard to create innovative outdoor 
playgrounds that are safe for everyone to enjoy. Urbanix and Playfab 
products are compliant / certified with the applicable safety standards.

Standards

 

 

 

 

 

SGS

European Outdoor Fitness Standard
(EN 16630)

European Outdoor Playgrounds Standard
(EN 1176)

Colours and Materials Standard
(SGS and EN71)



UBX is dedicated to serving a growing global market, with fabrication based 
in China and forward offices located in Israel, Serbia and Romania.

We provide OEM and ODM solutions to all our global partners, allowing you 
to focus on sales.



www.theplayfab.com


